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Abstract: One of the most common disciplines in a business or economic project is timing and
resource review. Despite the frequency of use, the level of sophistication is not high enough to
maintain its level of importance. Exceeding deadlines and non-compliance with contractual costs is
more than common. Moreover, there are projects where uncertainties are a naturally accompanying
phenomenon. Research projects, implementation of solutions in a time-limited situation, or in
an environment of limited knowledge creates risk. Any project proposal faces future realization
risks when its planning management does not know with certainty where the current risks and
uncertainties may come from. Decision-making, risk management dynamics, and simulations have
developed in recent decades into an erudite and useful discipline. The aim is to indicate how much
of the time–cost schedule proposal is stable, controllable, and economically feasible. The approach is
based on the idea that modern resource scheduling requires nonlinear dynamic calculating models
and simulations. The methodology presented is based on the dynamics of underlying physical and
economic processes that form a spatial pattern of a time series. The article’s objective is devoted to
the early indication of a dynamic project schedule’s instability and predisposition to bifurcation and
chaos. In other words, the aim is to show not only what will happen but how diverse and damaging
the project may become in the future.

Keywords: time scheduling; production speed; production acceleration; simulation; project costs;
durations; risk evaluations; circular life cycle; management dynamic

1. Introduction

The idea of production planning, scheduling, and control (PPSC) has been used in
modern economic and business applications for the last three centuries [1]. Today, risk,
uncertainty, and simulation are substantial parts of entrepreneurship and are common to
economic dynamics. The expectations of PPSC might suffer from unintentionally undesirable
chaotic consequences. Such a time–cost schedule undermines the efficiency of rudimentary
project documentation [2,3]. Management decisions based on empirical schedules can be
counterproductive and may have long-term negative “Trojan horse” consequences.

1.1. Publication Frequency

The term PPSC has been cited in 1584 publication links in the citation database Web of
Science from 1.Q/2021 to present. The kernel terms are time and cost scheduling (TCS) and
refer to 25,752 publications, divided into research segments, as shown in Table 1.

The definition of risk in engineering is formulated as the product of an activity’s risk
probability and (cost) consequences evaluation. A calculation of the risk may be considered
satisfactory for well-defined situations with a small number of influences; extensive feed-
back issues in risk evaluation may result in chaos and require improvements [4]. Exceeding
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deadlines and increased implementation costs cause this deviation from the desired result.
Further discussion of this theory and comments are available in [5].

Table 1. The frequency of publications to TCS topics. Source: Web of Science 2021.

Record Count 100% = 25,752;
Selection for >5.00% Records %

engineering electrical electronic 5822 22.61
operations research management science 4347 16.88

computer science theory methods 3308 12.85
engineering industrial 2603 10.11

computer science information systems 2364 9.18
telecommunications 2086 8.10

computer science interdisciplinary applications 2069 8.03
computer science hardware architecture 1768 6.86
computer science artificial intelligence 1686 6.55

management 1610 6.25
engineering manufacturing 1542 5.99
automation control systems 1473 5.72

energy fuels 1450 5.63
engineering civil 1425 5.53

computer science software engineering 1328 5.16

The early recognition of the built-in prerequisites for chaotic time and cost instability
will help increase project utility; however, this will only be effective in the early stages of
the project proposal. The need for sophisticated management is presented in the useful
opinion of [6]: “Without chaos there would be no creation, no structure and no existence.
After all, order is merely the repetition of patterns; chaos is the process that establishes
those patterns. Without this creative self-organizing force, the universe would be devoid of
biological life, the birth of stars and galaxies-everything we have come to know”.

The basic attitude is that it is desirable to develop more comprehensive methods and
advanced computer software for the evaluation of risk and its original roots in organi-
zational structure. However, the priority for a more comprehensive risk management
structure seems to be more urgent than the technical indicators themselves.

There are a few fundamental approaches [7–9] to risk evaluation:

(a) Parametric methods;
(b) Simulation on the basis of classical input–output observations;
(c) Simulations on the basis of the Monte Carlo method and pseudo-random numbers,

the presented paper extends this scheme;
(d) Identification of build-in deterministic chaos in the structure of a model.

The last two methodologies mentioned are associated with the approach presented
in this paper, which was undertaken to emphasize that risk evaluation and indicators are
the only requirements for risk management as it maneuvers into a coordinated process.
Modern management practice requires more complex tools for a wide range of routine
management decisions, such as cost–benefit analysis, decision trees, game theory, heuristic
methods, optimization, etc. Increased industrial production and productivity require more
sophisticated tools for analysis [10] and decision support, which will fundamentally depend
on better decision analysis [11,12]. Extensive studies of the escalation of durations and costs
in major projects yield surprising results [13]. The outcome is that long-term productivity
declines in key technological processes. The justification is mostly the divergence between
expected and realized costs [14]. For example, in nuclear power plants, the costs of the
reactor containment building more than doubled, primarily due to declining industrial
investment labor productivity. Construction productivity in recent US nuclear power plants
reported up to 13 times lower production speeds than original industry expectations [13].
The situation in the EU indicated a similar dynamic, as discussed in [15].
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1.2. Article Contributions

The contribution of this article is the extension of tools for the evaluation of project
proposals and the implementation of preparations (investments, strategies, research ac-
tivities, etc.). The dynamic properties of design and implementation (including use) have
not yet been reflected in the tools of engineering practice. The potential for development
based on industrial vitality is being exhausted, and the lack of stability of economic and
technical projects is limiting for development. A deeper analysis of project feasibility is
necessary. Visual tools processed in the text, such as phase portraits in loops, show signs
of situations that require further analysis. Phase portraits without loop formations can be
described as practically acceptable. Responsible management should not create statements,
but find solutions. Identifying threats and critical situations is the first step. Targeted
proposals for changes and adjustments are the second step. We also consider modifications
(design, economic, etc.) to the parameters of inputs (volumes, ranges, production speeds,
acceleration of critical processes, etc.) of individual partially implemented activities. Be-
hind the outputs are the parameters of the project as a whole (deadlines, realized total
volumes, implementation speeds, minimization of changes in acceleration +/−) during
implementation, and more.

Dynamical processes, including economics, physics, mathematics, biology, engineer-
ing, and more, have played a prominent role in many disciplines for more than a century.

Many types of research have focused on issues of static and dynamic models, fractals,
self-similarity. The exaggeration of objectivity can be associated with the start of modern
development with the work of Leibnitz (1646–1716) on recursive self-similarity, and later
by Weierstrasse, who describes continuous non-differentiable functions. The first fractal is
attributed to the Czech mathematician Bernard Bolzano (1781–1848) in [16]; interesting details
are provided in [17]. Dynamic processes are developed into broad, diversified areas regarding
long-range dependences, long-memory data, time series analysis, and numerous others.

Harrod offers interesting early standpoints to dynamic theory in [18], which states,
“Static theory consists of a classification of terms with a view to systematic thinking,
together with the extraction of such knowledge about the adjustments due to a change of
circumstances . . . ”. He brings up an inspiring idea: “Attempts to construct a dynamic
theory have recently been proceeding upon another line-namely, by the study of time lags
between certain adjustments”.

2. Methods

The study addresses the issue of time and cost dynamics as a basic time-management
tool. Time and financial resources are considered to be the main endogenous realization
factors. It seeks perspective for evaluation views related to approaches such as Time-
schedule, Gant graphs, Cyclogram, Flow-Line diagrams, and many other software products.
Early recognition of scheduling quality for its future use is a sought-after benefit. The need
for timely evaluation is confirmed by the frequency of failures of large and costly projects
in the past.

In the project input chain, the main default components are based on activity set A
and subsequent calculations. The dominant structure is composed of links describing the
feasibility of the project, set up as graph GOrg(A). After implementation, it is given as a
calculation structure:

PInputs(A)=⇒[quantities Q→ prices π→ costs C→ production speeds (C’)inv → durations (D)] | GOrg(A) (1)

where:
PInputs(A)—is a description input of all activities A = (A1, A2, . . . , Am),
A—is a description set arranged by GOrg(A), where Ai extent is ∀i ∈ m,
Q—is set of quantities Q = (Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm), where Qi > 0, ∀i ∈ m,
π—is set of unit prices π = (π1, π2, . . . , πm), πi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ m,
C—is set of costs C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cm),
(C’)inv—is set of production flow (C’)inv. = ((C1’)inv., (C2’)inv., . . . , (Cm’)inv.),
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D—set of durations D = (D1, D2, . . . , Dm),
GOrg(A)—organizational structure of all activities (network structure).
The elementary outputs are the duration and cost of activities, total project costs, and

project duration. Reasonable stands to implant schemes of relations are given and extended
calculation in Table 2.

Table 2. Input data TABInput(A) for the dynamic time-schedule calculation—example. On the left are
deterministic inputs; on the right are the relations to the risk inputs database.

Dynamic Schedule Inputs

Simulation
100×

Inputs Inputs Inputs Calculation Inputs

Activity A Quantity QA
inputs (*)

Price π per QA
unit

Costs
CA = πA QA

Speed (**)
Q′A

Activity A1 20 5 100.00 19.00
Activity A2 7.5 10 75.00 12.00
Activity A3 10 55 550.00 87.00
Activity A4 20 20 400.00 48.00
Activity A5 5 20 100.00 25.00

Total Costs (TC) 1225.00

(*) # of working hours, m3, m2, tons, t.€, . . . . (**) External influence, risk ranges, . . . .

The reality is that the input data is burdened with risks and uncertainties. Simplified
time scheduling examples and interrelated cost flow shows how to evaluate risk by very
moderate calculation based on spreadsheets.

The diagram in Figure 1 deals with the calculation for the input data of individual
activities A. This is an isolated deterministic and static calculation. The calculation of
static (fixed) project input variables is in Table 2. However, for the needs of schedules, we
consider time series outputs with medium-term or long-term time stability. This knowledge
is available based on Table 2’s data and knowledge about GOrg. The output presentation
POutput is provided in Table 3. In this context, the table processor calculation in Table 3 is
a quasi-autoregressive (AR) model. The autoregressive model is a part of a process that
describes time-varying processes in economics, technology, design, etc.

Figure 1. Mapping of quantities Q, cost C, durations D, and integration to total costs. The TCProject

and TDProject are calculated in Tables 2 and 3, and Figure 2; transformed in the specification—(arrow
symbols, inversion tool, standard, etc.) into a feasible economic interpretation. Source: adapted and
extended from [19].
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Figure 2. Dynamic schedule example: externalities based on GOrg(A), calculation of cost and duration.

Table 3. External inputs, calculation, time dependency of activities, time and resources schedule: (*)
hours, m3, m2, tons, t.€, . . . , (**) Uncertain estimation, red color indicates Q′t, yellow color indicates
project time series {Q′t}, {Q′ ′t}, {Q′ ′ ′t}, green color indicates cumulative project time series {Qt}.

Dynamic Schedule: Costs Dynamic Schedule: Durations

External Data Inputs Calculation

Activity A Quantity
Inputs (*)

Price per
Q Unit Costs [t. €] Speed (**) of

Production Start [Weeks] Duration
[Weeks] End [Weeks] End [Weeks]

Activity A1 20 5 100.00 15.00 1.00 7.00 8.00 8.00

Activity A2 7.5 10 75.00 12.00 6.00 7.00 13.00 13.00

Activity A3 10 55 550.00 70.00 9.00 8.00 16.00 16.00

Activity A4 20 20 400.00 60.00 11.00 7.00 18.00 18.00

Activity A5 5 20 100.00 20.00 16.00 5.00 21.00 21.00

Total Costs TC . . . 1225.00

Dynamic Network: Production Speed. Acceleration. Prod. Cumulated

Activity A
8.1 9.1 10.1 11.1 12.1 13.1 14.1 15.1 16.1 17.1 18.1 19.1 20.1 21.1 22.1 23.1 24.1 25.1 26.1 27.1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Activity A1 15 15 15 15 15 15 10
Activity A2 12 12 12 12 12 12 3
Activity A3 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 60
Activity A4 60 60 60 60 60 60 40
Activity A5 20 20 20 20 20

Cash Flow{Q´t} 15 15 15 15 15 27 22 12 82 82 142 133 130 130 130 140 60 20 20 20
Accel. {Q´´t} 15 0 0 0 0 12 −5 −10 70 0 60 −9 −3 0 0 10 −80 −40 0 0

Impuls {Q´´´t} 15 −15 0 0 0 12 −17 −5 80 −70 60 −69 6 3 0 10 −90 40 40 0
Cumul. prod {Qt} 15 30 45 60 75 102 124 136 218 300 442 575 705 835 965 1105 1165 1185 1205 1225

The vectors described in Table 3 mimic the definitions of a physical application. For
the needs of process processing, their enumeration is considered as a vector of volumes,
symbolically as Q = (Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm). Similarly, in the case of costs, it is a list of parameters
C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cm).

Incorporating risks and uncertainties into the model allows further multiple simula-
tions, based on Table 3 as the source of a variable process. The model results are presented
and discussed in Section 2.1 and further. Table 3 is able to absorb and express time-varying
external processes in economics, management, decision making, etc. [20]. The AR model’s
output variables depend on its own project structure and on imprecisely predictable inputs.
In this view, the model is a form of extensive stochastic difference equations or recurrence
relations. However, the formulation based on differential equations is difficult to achieve
in construction or investment practice. Outputs can be divided into (a) physical volumes
determining the scope and schedule of resources and (b) providing the scope and schedule
in financial terms. We will call both particular quantitative series in Table 3 related to A as
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inputsA, πA, CA, C′A, columns ∀i ∈ m in Table 3. Related outputs follow in Table 3 based
on GOrg(A). The outputs for particular project activity Ai are distributed due to durations
into quantities, speeds, accelerations, impulses. Table 3 shows only production speed (see
red-colored calendar bar chart) [21].

POutputs(A) = [DA, tStart, tEnd, {Qt}, {Q′
t}, {Q′′

t}, {Q′′′
t}] | GOrg(A), for ∀t ∈ n (2)

where:

POutputs(A)—is time and resource schedule of all activities,
D = (D1, D2, . . . , Dm), and Di > 0, ∀i ∈ m are durations of activities Di = fD(Qi, Qi

′),
tStart = (tS

1 , tS
2 , . . . , tS

m), where tS
i ≥0, and tS

i = fS(GOrg(A), D), for ∀i ∈ m, are activity starting time,
tEnd = (tE

1 , tE
2 , . . . , tE

n), where tE
i . ≥0, and tE

i = fE(GOrg(A), D), for ∀i ∈ m, are activity ending time.
{Qt}—is sum of project time series cumulative quantities for all project activities Ai where
∀i ∈ m. Values are positioned in time, like results produced by differential equations in [22],
{Qi}—time series quantities of individual activities, where t > 0 ∀t ∈ n.

Time series are given from the calculation of changes in implementation volumes in t,
see structure POutputs(A) in (2):

{Qt} or as {Ct
′} . . . time series for ∀t ∈ n of resources-flow, or cash-flow during production

time t needed for each activity Ai for ∀i ∈ m,
{Qt
′} or as {Ct

′} . . . time series for ∀t ∈ n of resources-flow, or cash-flow during production
time t needed for the project activities A as a whole,
{Qt
′′} alias {Ct

′′} . . . time series for ∀t ∈ n of resources-flow or cash-flow changes (accelera-
tion) created in time t for each activity Ai for ∀i ∈ m,
{Qt
′′} alias {Ct

′′} . . . time series for ∀t ∈ n of resources-flow or cash-flow changes (accelera-
tion) created in time t for the all A of project as a whole,
{Qt
′ ′ ′} alias {Ct

′ ′ ′} . . . time series for ∀t ∈ n of changes of acceleration (impulses) in t for
project activities Ai,
{Qt
′ ′ ′} alias {Ct

′ ′ ′} . . . changes of accelerations (impulses) in time t for ∀t ∈ n for project as a
whole A.

The calculation is based on two working steps, Ad1 and Ad2:

(1) Concentration of information content from the description of project activities as a
whole and decomposition of A to A1, A2, . . . , Am. Decomposition defines the context
and obligations such as technical drawings, reports, norms, standards, environment,
environmental, legal, economic, moral, and more, than the contemplate into PInputs,
see Table 2.

(2) Creating a singular form of time and cost schedule of resources:

• for individual activities Ai while respecting the links of GOrg,
• for aggregation of time series of resources and indicators of the project as a whole.

Mathematical notation proposed by Zindulka in [19] is here adapted for use in Ad1
and Ad2.

Ad1 is focused on the decomposition and classification of material components of the
project. This is a technical, economic, contractual sequence of the project proposal in the
time and resource definition for Ai. Formal entry of quantitative inputs of the calculation,
following Figure 1 and on consolidation in Table 2, we will state in (1).

Ad2 aims to calculate the time and resource schedule TABOutput of individual quan-
titative parameters of activities A (for example, cost, energy, etc.) while respecting the
organizational relationships, where GOrg(A) is node oriented acyclic graph and {·} are time
series qualitative outputs, see rows of project dynamic flows in Table 3.

2.1. The Basic Time-Scheduling Outputs

We will summarize for an illustrative example of a schedule how to solve the cal-
culation of (a) the terms and links between activities implemented in GOrg and how to
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address (b) the allocation of resource needs over time. The outputs from relations (1) and
(2) have the character of time series—dynamic quantitative flows and qualitative indicators.
Quantitative outputs represent time series for individual activities {Qt}A and for the project
as a whole {Qt}A. Table 3 shows both the quantitative side (left part) and the qualitative
part—indicators of individual activities {Q′t}A, eventually derived {Q′′t}A, {Q′ ′ ′t}A. For the
project as a whole, qualitative indicators {Q′t}A, {Q′′t}A, {Q′ ′ ′t}A. They are useful for finding
weaknesses (risks) in assessing the project design as a whole. Subsequent projection of
knowledge into the details of activities creates a path to the necessary changes, revisions,
and completions. This is a process that influences project efficiency. In addition, it allows
the control of external environmental, legal, ethical, municipal, and other influences. The
implemented TABProject(A) and GOrg(A) are a composite of knowledge. The table processor
presentation is a useful, flexible, but still limited surrogate of reality; however, it is generally
the only available one [23].

However, as the analysis of real projects in [13,15,23] shows, real projects are predis-
posed by the time schedule network topology but strongly profit-oriented; in short, they
are cost-increase driven. The topology of time schedules dynamics is still not routinely
verified for indicators such as dynamic stability, chaos, etc. [24].

2.2. Comment on the Structure GOrg(A)

Indicators of the efficiency of the follow-up process can be derived from quantitative
and qualitative time series TABProject projected into the schedule. In Table 3, the outputs
have the capacity to capture both the structure of causal links of activities and the volatility
of external influences (prices, legislation, design flaws, technology, ecology, safety, third
party harm, and other influences).

The inputs of the calculation may include a broader context of activities. They enable
the complexity of pop-is: physical volumes, unit prices, realization productivity, risk nodes,
and activities. These are nested data in factual description A. Tables 2 and 3 are followed
by parameters such as:

Calculation of duration DA, where DA ≈ QA/QA
′′ ≈ tEnd − tStart. However, the final

resource and productivity framework corrects the broader context GOrg. The calculation of
quantitative and qualitative characteristics for a project and for an individual Ai is gaining
both complexity and importance.

In addition, the data of description A are mostly based on the technical documentation
and economic specifications (design, assignment, contractual definition) of the project.

The default task TABProject can be advantageously used to simulate the effects of
external influences. Aggregated outputs of the project as a whole {Q}Sim, {Q′}Sim, including
derived qualitative time series of indicators {Q′′}Sim and {Q′ ′ ′}Sim, they enable a comparison
of the consequences of externalities (risks, uncertainties, changes in technical design, etc.).
To the output time series {Qt

′}Sim both the input data of the simulation calculation Table 3
and the recalculations from the effect of externalities are included.

Microeconomics generally solves problems of many dimensions, moreover burdened
by the volatility of input parameters. The obtained outputs place demands on the imagina-
tion of management. Visualization is a kind of subsidiary tool for interpreting the obtained
indicators. The interpretation of the provided output data generally requires the ability to
reflect the specifics of the economics of the project design. We are looking for applications
in comparing (a) variant solutions, (b) management measures, (c) alternatives, (d) substitu-
tion of resources (material, people, machines, information), (e) taking risks, uncertainties,
(f) marking crisis periods of the implementation of the project, and more.

2.3. Extension of Interpretation

The time series elements QA
′ are derived of QA, and are interpreted there as the

production speed. Further, we see organizational and management information included
as causal relations of partial activities. The principal calculation scheme is related to
Figure 1’s scheme.
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The practical applications are supported mostly by node-oriented graphs (other com-
mercial presentations are tree graphs, chronograms, cyclograms, etc.); these techniques
describe causal (organizational) dependencies of project activities A. For the purpose of
this study, causal graphs were designated as GOrg(A).

The calculation example in Figure 2 is an illustration of (left part) externalities with
references to separate external data files and (right part) dependencies between individual
activities within the calculation of the organizational structure of the implementation
of activities.

2.4. Time Series of Production Speeds-Simulation

The Cash Flow [24] is shown in Figure 3 for the linear (upper(a) part) and logistic
(lower(b) part) resource distribution for activities A. The individual phases of the wave-
forms in the graphs are shown for 100 simulations.

Figure 3. Project multiple cash flows {Qt
′}Sim (100 times), interpretation as production speed

per time unit; comparative segments (a,b) show linear and logistic resource distribution function,
comparative analysis.

The comment blocks in the context of GOrg(A) are marked as
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supplemented by comments (a) Com 1–6, (b) Com 1–4. A visual comparison between
the 2 parts of Figure 3 indicate significant differences between the linear distribution of
resources (financial resources Q in terms of costs C) and the use of logistics functions of the
distribution of resources C.
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2.4.1. Linear Resource Drawing Schedule—Comment

Com 1: The start of the project assumes a jump in production capacity. The jump increase
does not correspond to the practice of implementation.
Com 2: The onset of follow-up activities Ai misses the follow-up to the ongoing start-up
activities; changes are needed in GOrg(A).
Com 3: Some follow-up activities do not continue in parallel with ongoing activities. For
some activities, the production speed decreases. The opportunity to increase production
speed steadily is wasted.
Com 4: Organizational and technological continuity of activities lead to disturbances in the
flow of production speeds. A decrease to the level of the start of implementation can be
expected with the concurrence of some external influences. Increasing production speed
seems unworkable.
Com 5: The consequences of the missed opportunities commented on in points 1 to 4 lead to
congestion of activities. The expected consequences are chaotic states of coordination of activities,
space constraints during implementation, defects in the quality of execution, and more.
Com 6: A wide range of project completion dates, the completion slippages represent about
1/3 of the total project duration.

A change in the method of financing is chosen as a variant solution. The linear distri-
bution of the funding source is to be replaced by another resource distribution curve; this
example uses a logistic curve. Individual activities differ mainly in the pace of development
and termination of production processes.

2.4.2. Comment for the Schedule of Drawing Resources by the Logistics Function

Com 1: The achieved pace of implementation is not used to establish follow-up activities.
The dynamics of implementation speeds are lost.
Com 2: Individual activities start with a time delay. The achieved realization speeds are
not linked in such a way that there is an effect of increasing the realization speed.
Com 3: Activities that are supposed to create a precondition for the rapid completion of
project implementation start with a time delay.
Com 4: The finishing process is disorganized and extensive.

The weakness of the proposed implementation schedule of the investigated project
is the low compactness (looseness) of the structure GOrg(A) in the implementation of
the proposal.

In a similar way, it is possible to compare proposals for the implementation of alterna-
tive solutions (design, organizational, energy intensity, safety measures, and more).

2.5. Simulation of the Duration of the Project as a Whole DA

Schematic model TABProject|Sim in Figures 2 and 3 provides a variety of factual input
data and calculated time series data [25]. In addition to the rate of utilization of resources
is the knowledge about the potential of durations DA volatility. Graphical presentation
and statistical analysis of the time series [19] allows assessing the potential dynamics of
external influences (for example, the expected development of material prices, wages,
labor availability, traffic intensity, machinery, and other externalities). The durations are
dominant application outputs of Figure 3, listed as {DA}Sim in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Simulation of project time series durations {DA}Sim.

3. Analysis of Time Series Outputs

Time-schedule series obtained on the basis of TABProject creates decomposition time
series data {QA1} to {Q′t}A1; {Q′t}A2; {Q′t}An, in Table 3, cost series for A1 is {15; 15; 15; 15;
15; 15; 10}A1. For A2 linear decomposition is given as {12; 12; 12; 12; 12; 12; 3}A2. Values
for {Q′′t}A, {Q′ ′ ′t}A are further derived as differences. It indicates internal and external
influences and their fluctuations. The idea used in practice is that the project schedule
is compiled for the needs of technical execution of the work; i.e., for the contracting
subject, it is the need to keep the proposed deadlines and estimated costs economical
priority (including external resources such as the environment, future expected LCC costs
of maintenance, renewal, modernization cycles, etc.) [26]. The robust economic framework
of the contract is based on design, duration, costs. The fact is, regardless of the degree of
sophistication of the proposals, the parameters of the introduced inputs are degraded due
to external influences. The result is a degradation of confidence in the methodology for the
processing time and cost schedules. Especially for projects with high demands on input
resources (investments, innovations, etc.), exceeding the limits is a threat to the economic
substance of the project [26]. For example, in [13], the authors evaluated the data of realized
nuclear power plants in the US and described the state of the data for several decades as
follows, “Relatedly, containment building costs more than doubled from 1976 to 2017, due
only in part to safety regulations. Labor productivity in recent plants is up to 13 times
lower than industry expectations”.

The authors formulate the conclusion that the results point to a gap between expected
and realized costs stemming from low resilience to time- and site-dependent construction
conditions [27,28].

On the one hand, large-scale projects shape the efficiency and effectiveness of national
economic units [23]. On the other hand, they often exceed the limits of completion dates and
costs. There is no doubt that the balance between economic intentions and implemented
practice is disturbed. Equilibrium disorders affect both models of connected process theory
and investment efficiency models. The disparity between the intention and the reality
generally has devastating economic consequences.

The present study looks for early warning signals. Defects can lie in both the theory
and the applied practice of the dominant technical and financial paradigm. The source
of defects is, among other things, gaps in the harmonization of national versions of the
legislation of the Building Laws of the EU countries and in the area of methods for solving
time and cost schedules. There are a number of models for which practical application has
not led to the desired results [7] and many cases where the application of the model (strategy,
solution, project, and operation) in real conditions has led to devastating results [10].

The problem of non-standard behavior (let us call it nonlinear non-periodic oscil-
lations) can be incorporated into the project design of the solution itself. This situation
causes manifestations of instability and consequently chaos [29] in the implementation
processes [30–32]. Early identification and classification of the problem can enable man-
agerial measures and effective targeting. There are a number of diversified approaches
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to managing different processes over time, for example, optimization, formalization of
operator sequences, etc. [33–38].

3.1. Information Potential

Output analysis allows the creation of volatility characteristics of terms and resource
needs profiles. One of the profiling issues of the projects is the trend towards increasing
or underestimating the expected use of resources. The illustrative example of Figure 4
shows the differences embedded in the linear or logistical distribution of resources for the
individual project activities Ai.

Information for users lies in the knowledge of the space that opens up between
the expected resource requirements {averQ′t}Sim and minimal {minQ′t}Sim, or maximum
{maxQ′t}Sim resource requirements for the duration of the project. Tracing the material
causes of resource requirements allows potential changes in specifications for the creation
of qualified technical, organizational, and technological evaluations. The graph in Figure 5
evaluates a relatively wide-ranging data set of cash-flows {Q′t}Sim. It makes it possible
to prevent disproportions in the budgeting of available resources during the preparation
and implementation of the project. Finally, it enables changes focused on the design and
decision-making of the management [39].

Figure 5. Cash flow—linear distribution, {minQ′t}Sim, {averQ′t}Sim, {maxQ′t}Sim.

Visual comparison of the obtained waveforms indicates:

• More realistic dynamics of monitored processes with the distribution of resources
based on the logistics function;

• The limits of high implementation speeds {maxQ′t}Sim, and their economic complexity;
• The limits of low implementation speeds {minQ′t}Sim; accompanying phenomena are

slowing down or interrupting the implementation, organizational complexity of the
project, errors in the preparation of the implementation, and more;

• Alternating cycles of the increase and slowdown of implementation with economic
consequences;

• The unresolved continuity of implementation activities, especially {maxQ′t}Sim; their
limiting manifestation may be both interruptions of project implementation and cycles
in implementation speeds.

The defined space of the project implementation dynamics in Figure 5 between
{minQ′t}Sim and {maxQ′t}Sim is a space for managing changes in implementation speeds
(+/−). Change alone is not undesirable, but meeting the goal of the change is crucial. If it
leads to the deterioration of some dimension of the quality of the project (read as environ-
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ment, deadline, cost, integral benefit, etc.), the goal is in the wrong direction. Change as
such is an opportunity—the potential for achieving a goal.

3.2. Phase Portrait Speed and Acceleration

The individual simulation time series outputs based on the dynamic model in TABProject
make it possible to create a number of purpose-oriented project characteristics. Behavior of
the time schedule model, with a certain degree of simplification tolerance, can be assigned
change and volume outputs in each interval t:

TABProject(At)⇒ [{Ct}, {C′ ′t}, {C′t}] (3)

In Figure 6, a phase portrait of the speed of realization is given through speed {Q′t}
and acceleration {Q′ ′t}. The calculation is based on a linear distribution of resources for
all activities A. Outputs are based on deterministic inputs and externalities. Entering
the volatilities of the input parameters allows the calculation of their combinations and
consequences on the outputs. The result is a wide range of output data. Volatility limits
of the simulation unit TABProject(A) ŠSim are indicated in Section 3.1. The outputs of the
simulation spectrum of the data in TABProject provide a quick overview of the nature of the
design with a phase portrait. They enable the orientation of the obtained results by looking
at (a) the order of project implementation; (b) the consequences of acceleration volatility and
acceleration of project activities A, projected into shortening project implementation time;
(c) the consequences of phase portrait symmetry losses; and (d) a tendency to bifurcation.

Figure 6. Simulation for Time schedule TABProject output analysis: (a) {Q′t} and (b) phase portrait:
production process acceleration {Q′′t} to production speed {Q′t}.

The basic focus of the study is the time-cost schedule and extension of effectiveness
indicators. The phase-portrait of acceleration against speed is a powerful tool for more
insight into the problem. Both qualitative indicators require energy availability. The
phase-portrait plot is, in a certain sense, an “energy” transfer certificate.
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Assume that, in the project shown in Figure 6a,b, on the right are references to the
ideal state for a selection of several other projects (e.g., technology, construction, etc.). The
compared project in Figure 6b on the left needs substantially higher changes in production
speed than project Figure 6b on the right. The requirements for changes in production speed
demand costs, qualified management, and time to implement. The project in Figure 6b on
the left does not have matched production rates. It indicates higher costs and more difficult
management.

More rectifications are shown in Figure 7. The maximum implementation rate exceeds
190 units valuing resources per time unit t. Maximum acceleration required (+/−) reaches
almost 100 units per time unit. The proposed reference proposal is demanding, both on
the speed of implementation and on the ability to balance the continuous organizational
structures of project implementation.

Figure 7. Acceleration of phase portraits {Q′′t} to the production speed{Q′t} for linear distribution
of resources A; loss of symmetry, simulation outputs are based on TABProject, impact of externalities
is included.

The presented alternative designs for selection shown illustratively in the phase
portraits of Figure 7 show significantly lower production speeds, around 140 units. Accel-
eration of production speeds is also at the level of about 80 units, with the exception of
the design segment in the southeast corner in Figure 7. Phase portraits {Q′′t} towards {Q′t}
allow their evaluation to specify energy intensity. The prerequisite is the incorporation of
the functions of the economics of energy intensity of the implemented processes into the
calculation TABProject. Phase portraits comparison may show hidden economic relations
(cointegration, causality) in the project structure [37]. Graphical interpretation is used
in other methods as a close returns test, which predicates the existence of an unstable
situation [33]. The phase portraits method could be used for comparative techniques for
time-series analysis tasks [25].

3.3. Application Potential

The scope for the use of indicators of the dynamics of time and resource schedules
of economic and technical project proposals is extensive. It mainly concerns investment
projects, innovation projects, strategic development projects related to public and private
projects [40–42].
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An example is the European Green Deal and its Action Energy, abandoning fossil fuels
while reducing CO2 in the EU. However, the cessation of mining is provoking extensive
dynamic responses and the need for new technologies and resources. Active investment
projects of the past create new investment commitments for the future. They allow the
analysis and formulation of new starting points and solutions.

The time and resource feasibility of the study is based on the schedule of project
proposal sources such as:

• revitalization, here a new design of the excavated space;
• potential, use of giant mining mechanisms on alternative projects;
• analysis, time and cost schedules of investments;
• life cycle projects, new investment projects.

The indicated application possibilities of dynamic schedules enable the completion of
branch-based economic support.

4. Conclusions

The time schedule of project resources is a visualization of organizational, economic,
and technical dependencies before the preparation of an investment project. It anticipates
future implementation states and situations. It contains instructions for implementation
and determines the evolution of the project during use. However, it can also be a source of
introduced, unrecognized, even objectively unrecognizable mistakes.

The tools of so-called early warning and decision-making are fragmentary or even
absent. They make many decisions as careful as they are wrong. The sources of mistakes
are presented in [20] and can be mostly related to:

(a) factual specifications of the proposal (for example, technical, economic, legal, ecologi-
cal or technological, and other errors);

(b) misleading specifications of time and resource preparation of project activities (engi-
neering of multiple works, project weaknesses, responsibility for risks, etc.);

(c) misleading dispositions with available project resources (substitution of design, certi-
fication, durability, energy intensity, emissions, and more).

The project solution is an entry into the future and does not yet exist in this space and
time (implementation, use, deconstruction, economic and legal standards). It is an effort to
overcome the burden of data acquired in the past in favor of the vitality of new solutions
in the future. Changes, speed, acceleration become the defining side aspects. The project
design serves to verify the efficiency and petrifies the increase in ex-ante benefits.

Research focus, expansion, and stability are issues discussed in economics. In invest-
ment projects, the acquisition of tangible and intangible assets is associated with time
scheduling as one of the key documents. However, the priority is not significantly reflected
in research projects. In the citation database Web of Science, the result for Time Scheduling
for May 2021 is about 153,000 publication results. For Investment Time Scheduling, the
capacity of the research effort decreases to approx. 1100 results and results for Investment
Cost Time Scheduling further decrease to 0.6 thousand.

Timely indication and marking of narrow profiles, including economic consequences,
is one of the prerequisites for creating projects with a predicate—green, smart, affordable,
sustainable/circular/life cycle.
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